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Passing rates remain high on 2007 Gateway tests  

     Gwinnett County Public Schools (GCPS) released system level results today 

for the 2007 Gateway tests taken by more than 22,000 4th and 7th graders in 

April. Students continue to perform well and Gateway passing rates remain high. 

     Fewer students failed any portion of the test compared to the number 

predicted to fail in May in all areas. The earlier estimate, which was based on 

preliminary scores from only the multiple-choice portion of the test, 

intentionally over-predicts failures to avoid surprising students and parents with 

the need for summer school. Parents were notified of these predicted scores by 

mail at the end of the school year. The actual results below reflect the multiple-

choice, short-answer, and short-essay responses.  

2007 Passing Rates: Predicted vs. Actual 
These rates reflect students who were required to take and pass the Gateway 

 

4th Grade 2007 Predicted 
Passing Rates 

2007 Actual 
Passing Rates 

2006 Passing Rate 
(for comparison) 

Language Arts 97.6% 98.2% 98% 
Mathematics 86.1% 91.8% 93% 

7th Grade 2007 Predicted 
Passing Rates 

2007 Actual 
Passing Rates 

2006 Passing Rate 
(for comparison) 

Language Arts 95.1% 97.5% 96.5% 

Mathematics 81.2% 86.9% 85.8% 
 
. 

     Of the 9,646 students who were required to pass the test in grade 4, the 

systemwide passing rates were 98.2 percent in Language Arts and 91.8 percent 

in Mathematics. Systemwide passing rates were 86.9 percent in Mathematics 

and 97.5 percent in Language Arts for the 9,955 7th graders required to meet 

promotion criteria. School leaders are validating school-by-school results so 

that school summary charts by level of performance can be confirmed. Local 

school summaries will be provided as soon as the results are validated. 
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     “Our local curriculum and assessment program is critical to upholding the 

higher standards our community has for its students and its education system,” 

says CEO/Superintendent J. Alvin Wilbanks. “Gwinnett students have 

proven time and again that they rise to the challenge of higher standards. Our 

ongoing measurement of student learning has proven essential to the success of 

students and this school system.” 

 
Summer School and Retake Information 
 Dr. Cindy Loe, associate superintendent for Teaching and Learning, adds that 

students who were not successful on the Gateway will have the opportunity for 

targeted assistance before taking a retest this summer. “We are committed to 

providing our students the additional academic support they need. The focus of 

our free K-8 summer school is to address identified gaps in learning, so that 

students may earn promotion to the next grade by passing a retest in July,” she 

says. 

 All 4th and 7th grade students are required to pass the Gateway for promotion 

to the next grade level, except for special education students whose promotion 

is determined by their Individualized Education Plan and English to Speakers of 

Other Languages (ESOL) students whose promotion is determined by a 

recommendation from a Student Support Team.  

 Students who failed one or more subtests of the Gateway may attend summer 

school at no charge. Summer school will begin June 26 and continues through 

July 17. A student who cannot attend summer school still may retake the 

portion of the test he or she previously failed. However, a student is more likely 

to pass the retest if he or she receives extra help through targeted summer 

school instruction. Gateway retests for 4th and 7th grades will be given on the 

following days: Language Arts on July 12 and Mathematics on July 17. Results 

from the retests will be available before school starts. Students who pass the 

retest will be promoted. Those who do not pass will be eligible for a transition 

program for the 2007-08 school year. 

 
For further information, contact Linda Mitchell, executive director for Student 

Accountability, Assessment, and Advisement, at 678-301-7025. 
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